**Super-Cut Bandage Scissors**

**Super-Cut Scissors** represent an advance in scissor technology. Created from the finest surgical steels with master craftsmanship, the upper blade has a razor-sharp edge which gives the scissors a smooth and effective cutting action. However, they are not recommended for fiberglass or plaster splints. Additional benefits:

- Less hand fatigue for the surgeon and less trauma for the patient.
- Retain their sharpness longer than ordinary scissors.
- Ring handles are black-coated for easy indentification and are fully autoclavable.

**Super-Cut Hi-Level Bandage Scissors**

D 413 920  5-1/2" Angled Shanks
Delicate offset shanks and sharp Super-Cut edge provide better leverage. The fine knob slides easily under finger and toe bandages.

**Super-Cut Lister Bandage Scissors with Large Finger Ring**

D 414 040  8"
All the benefits of our Super-Cut Lister scissors plus an oversized finger ring, which helps relieve pressure on the third metacarpal.

**Super-Cut Lister Bandage Scissors**

D 414 000  5-1/2"
D 414 020  7-1/4"
**Super-Cut Scissors**

**Super-Cut Iris Scissors**
- Sharp Points
  - D 416 400: 3-1/2" Straight, Delicate
  - D 416 420: 3-1/2" Curved, Delicate
  - D 416 440: 4-1/2" Straight
  - D 416 500: 4-1/2" Curved

- Fine sharp blades for cutting delicate tissue during plastic, hand, and minor vascular surgery.

**Super-Cut Operating Scissors**
- Sharp/Blunt Points
  - D 414 100: 5-1/2" Straight
  - D 414 400: 5-1/2" Curved

**Super-Cut Jamison Scissors**
- D 416 860: 6-1/4" Curved, Blunt Points
- Very Delicate blunt scissors with long handles for fine tissue dissection

**Super-Cut Stevens Scissors**
- Blunt Points
  - D 416 740: 4-1/2" Straight
  - D 416 800: 4-1/2" Curved
  - D 416 840: 5-1/4" Curved
Super-Cut Scissors

---

**Super-Cut Baby Metzenbaum Scissors**
Blunt Points
D 415 540  4-1/2" Straight
D 415 600  4-1/2" Curved

**Super-Cut Mayo Scissors**
Beveled Blades, Blunt Points
D 414 700  5-1/2" Straight
D 414 820  6-3/4" Straight
D 415 060  9" Straight
D 414 760  5-1/2" Curved
D 414 880  6-3/4" Curved
D 415 120  9" Curved

---

**Super-Cut Metzenbaum Scissors**
Blunt Points
D 415 700  6" Straight
D 415 720  6" Curved
D 415 820  7" Straight
D 415 840  7" Curved
D 415 860  7" Curved, Delicate
D 415 960  8" Curved
D 416 080  9" Curved
Operating and Dissecting Scissors

**Iris Scissors**
*Sharp Points*
- D 592 540 3-1/2” Straight
- D 592 560 3-1/2” Curved
- D 592 580 4-1/2” Straight
- D 592 620 4-1/2” Curved

**Operating Scissors**
- D 395 100 5-1/2” Straight, Sharp/Blunt Points
- D 395 120 5-1/2” Straight, Sharp/Sharp Points

**Mayo Scissors**
*Beveled Blades, Blunt Points*
- D 404 460 5-1/2” Straight
- D 404 480 5-1/2” Curved
- D 404 500 6-3/4” Straight
- D 404 520 6-3/4” Curved

**Metzenbaum Scissors**
*Blunt Points*
- D 406 480 6” Straight
- D 406 520 6” Curved
- D 406 560 7” Straight
- D 406 600 7” Curved

To Order Call Toll Free 866-390-2226.
Suture and Bandage Scissors

Shortbent Stitch Scissors
D 412 700
3-1/2” Curved, Delicate

Spencer Stitch Scissors
D 412 580
3-1/2” Straight, Delicate
D 412 820
4-3/4” Straight, Delicate

Lister Bandage Scissors
D 378 940
7-1/4”
D 378 980
8” One Large Finger Ring

Our Stitch Scissors feature delicate hooked blades for cutting suture.
Utility Scissors, Cast Spreader

**Utility Scissors**
D 380 200  
7-1/2" One Serrated Blade with  
Autoclavable Plastic Finger Rings

**Cast Spreader**
D 523 240  
9" Serrated, 3 Prongs